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The Growing Importance of ML and Data in the Sciences

Data and ML are becoming key drivers of scientific progress

Methods and Data: https://github.com/blaiszik/ml_publication_charts
How do we use these models?

For a given study:

• Where is the code?
• Where are the trained models?
• Where are the training data?
• How can I reproduce these results?

Without all of these pieces, progress is drastically slowed

Need models and data to be FAIR:

Findable
Accessible
Interoperable
Reusable

Location of many ML models after a paper is finished
Just to clarify, I think your model issues are very valid and I was in no way blaming you for the issues with the publication -- I felt like the way Dane responded made it kind of seem like that? But I very much do not feel that way lol.

I 1000% agree that it's hard for publishers to figure out what's going on when a model hangs, and that's on us as developers.
we then register the container and the function `dlhub_run()` with funcX

dlhub_run(event)

```python
from home_run import create_servable

with open("dlhub.json") as fp:
    shim = create_servable(json.load(fp))
```

dlhub.json contains all servable-specific info
Garden for FAIR Models and Data

An ecosystem to connect researchers, provide resources, and validate models for the community

Molecular Solubility Prediction Model Garden

1. **Publish**
   - Molecular Solubility Predictor Model
   - Linked to training data
   - Tests specified
   - DOI minted
   - Model page created
   - Metric tracking enabled

2. **Test / Validate**
   - Create containers
   - Run testing
   - Molecular Solubility Predictor Model
   - All tests passing

3. **Catalog**
   - Catalog metadata
   - Enable discovery

4. **Run**
   - Inference tasks
   - Web & Notebook Interfaces
   - Hugging Face

**Publisher**
- Publish models and functions. Receive DOI for citation and landing page
- Track usage metrics and obtain credit.
- Share models

**Consumer**
- Discover tested and validated models
- Explore model reliability, UQ, and testing information
- Run models

Globus Auth

PyTorch, GitHub, Keras, TensorFlow, colab, jupyter

- Run models
Our goal is to make it easy for the user to assess applicability, compatibility, and reliability.

Then, the user can take action:
- Cite/share
- Discover
- Understand
- Decide
We’re hiring 🌱

Interested in building Garden with us, or know someone who is? We’re currently hiring for software developers to help us deliver FAIR infrastructure and models to the community.

Reach out if you’re interested in learning more!
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